


About Kaushik

According to Veron, art is the manifestation of feelings, conveyed 
externally by a combination of lines, forms, colours, or a sequence of 

gestures, sounds, or words subject to certain rhythms.
B Kaushik from India is doing the same on sand. Popularly this form of art 

is known as sand animation. He uses his fingers to draw some heart 
touching stories on sand canvas.

Kaushik gets his inspiration from his childhood experiences. He used 
to draw pictures on window glasses at Shillong, where he spent his 

sweet childhood. His mother motivated him to create something 
different and as a result, a different art form developed on his 

fingertips.

He has a unique style. A conscious effort to become 
different always reflects in his work. He has also meticulously 
blended European touches to make it more contemporary and 

international. The depth and dimensions of his work placed him in a 
different category.

Drawing on sand on a light table, he is able to create powerful, fluid illustrations for large 
audiences with an overhead video camera projected on a large screen. His presentations 
have been seen by thousands of people leaving them with a sense of awe. Make sure you 

watch video clips of some of his presentations.







Looking back

He develops some superb customized, motivational, mythological and social stories 
based on the interests of a particular community/audience.

Different national channels and media likes BBC World, Aakash Bangla, AAP 
Aananda etc  have already covered his 

performances.

He has performed in over ten countries for many  companies and sports events like 
Formula one – Noida, T20 World cup, Dish Tv Zinc.

He has included different magical effects, sounds, 
music, and voice to make it more lively and interesting.

Now a day he 
is busy to convert the whole BIBLE into Sand Animation.









Sand Artist Kaushik is available to perform at the following events:

• Corporate Events

• College events

• Dealer meets

• Weddings 

• Customized Product Launches

• Filler Artist in events
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